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Overlook Press, United States, 1997. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Jurgen Ziewe is the acknowledged master of computer-generated fantasy art. He won an
international reputation from his mystical Crystal Vision cards, following up that success many
bestselling posters including with his Mona Lisa and Creation. This book collects the most stunning
of Ziewe s images and, for the first time, reveals the groundbreaking working methods of this
pioneer of computer imaging.In New Territories, Ziewe guides the reader through the basics of
working on computer instead of canvas, from creating three-dimensional backgrounds and virtual
landscapes, to playing with fractals, textures and posing the human figure. The book also provides
the insight behind his compelling illustrations -- inspired by Jungian dream theory and New Age
symbolism. Ziewe has created landscapes that until now were only possible in the imagination --
from dolphins cavorting in space and metallic superbeings enjoying a virtual picnic to hippies
perched on the hood of a VW Beetle, basking in a fractalized sun- set. For all artists graphic
designers in and interested expanding their computer design skills as well as fans of fantasy and
New Age art, New Territories provides an illuminating look at...
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Very helpful to all of class of folks. This is certainly for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jayda Lehner Jr.-- Jayda Lehner Jr.

Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Jordy Kihn-- Prof. Jordy Kihn
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